A quick look through the articles in this issue offers a handy instant view of the focus of current research into learning with technologies. Educational researchers are overwhelmingly keen on using technology to flip learning, to bring context into the classroom through Virtual and Augmented Reality, and to use enquiry or problem-based scenarios and game-based activities for collaborative and personal learning engagement. The concerns of teachers continue to include the development of critical thinking, the impact or not of learning preferences, cognitive load, peer assessment and what constitutes learner presence.
innovation but to the presence of an innovation and that the respondents are given the focus of attention in a research study. All such limitations and more should of course be wisely considered prior to the execution of research, but at very least must form part of the presentation of a study for publication. This is not just about being self-critical or particularly humble in presenting our research. Identifying limitations, and explaining to the reader what impact these limitations have on the study results, not only demonstrates rigour but also gives the authors a chance to identify clear directions for future research. In fact this section or paragraph can be one of the most exciting parts to read in a paper, as we get a sense of the challenges faced in the study and the forward thinking about prospective improvements for further research which can be a rich seam of opportunity for a range of authors. As they mine this seam for research opportunities, we should also remember that we are discussing learning here. Despite the plethora of experimental and quasi-experimental designs we see, the learner often has only one "go" at learning at a time. If we start to experiment with live learner cohorts we can let them down. Researchers in the field of digital and interactive learning should perhaps take to heart some lessons from early medical research and experiment first on themselves. Learning communities of teachers, designers and trainers can espouse beta designs readily, and can pilot or pioneer new designs before they lead to serious limitations of applicability and generalizability.
The papers in this issue demonstrate clear and thoughtful understanding of research limitations, an attribute and research practice which we, as editors, strongly recommend to potential contributors to the journal.
